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Lindnerhof has set itself the task of introducing innovations in 
the field of tactical equipment. 
In our in-house research and development department, ex-
perts from different fields are working together in a syner-
getic pooling of knowledge to optimize our products for the 
given purpose through innovation. 
The dynamic and mission-oriented thinking of our employees 
is reflected in the high degree of modularity of our product 
range. By our own standards, tactical equipment should al-
ways offer maximum flexibility, in order to quickly adapt to 
constantly changing demands. We manufacture our products 
to the highest level of perfection in terms of finishing and ma-
terial quality. Multi-level quality control in the production cycle 
is the basis for Lindnerhof’s commitment to quality: we de-
velop products that deliver reliable performance, even under 
the most adverse conditions.

Company profile

About Lindnerhof
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This year Lindnerhof looks back on 15 successful years full of 
innovative products and satisfied, faithful customers. 

The success story began in 2006. At that time, later founder 
and Managing Director Josef Sixt was a member of the spe-
cial commando forces. Like many other soldiers, he felt that 
the tactical nylon they wore was no longer keeping with the 
demands of the 21st century. He resolved to do a better job 
and dedicated himself, with much thought and passion, to the 
manufacture and design of tactical equipment. After all, a life 
may depend on it. This commitment, technical sophistication 
and experience drew the attention of former comrades to the 
products. In the course of the year, large-scale production of 
the equipment started under the company name Lindnerhof. 

Since this time, Lindnerhof has always placed great emphasis 
on direct customer contact, as this is the only way to create 
truly application-oriented equipment. In many cases, it is not 
simply a matter of implementing customer requirements – 
Lindnerhof’s experience and expertise can be relied upon for 
the optimum design of equipment for the proposed mission.

15 years of Lindnerhof

715 years of Lindnerhof



Certified quality

Extreme situations are the test of whether products are 
able to deliver what is expected of them. In the case 
of tactical equipment, robustness and intuitive opera-
tion are what counts. To ensure that the quality of our 
products can be measured according to accepted stand-
ards, we manufacture in conformance with ISO 9001.  
Our products are used in the day-to-day operations of special 
defence and security units. From these organizations we re-
ceive valuable feedback that is used to further optimize our 
equipment.

A multi-stage monitoring system ensures that 
our products are of premium quality. Our pro-
cedural standards are subject to an ongoing 
process of optimization. We are dedicated to 
constantly improving the performance of our 
products.

Quality standards 9



Black

Stone grey

5-colour camouflage

Coyote

MultiCam

Lindnerhof uses only materials that have been 
tested for optimum suitability, preferably from 
Germany and other EU countries. Our products 
are available in up to five standard colours and 
camouflage patterns.

Deviations in colour are possible

Colour palette

Colour palette 11



Sewn-on MOLLE loops of 
webbing

Robust backing material of 
CORDURA®

About the outer fabric Cordura and webbing

Developed by the Swiss company Invista, the brand name 
CORDURA® has achieved renown due to its excellent ma-
terial properties. The fabric consisting of polyamide is light-
weight, yet extremely robust.

Compared to conventional nylon, CORDURA® has a signifi-
cantly greater abrasion resistance. The slightly roughened 
surface of the material produces a textile character and is soft 
to the touch. The impregnation gives CORDURA® its water- 
and rainproof properties. Furthermore, the material does not 
absorb water, increases only slightly in weight when damp 
and dries quickly.

CORDURA® and webbing

Long-lasting 
performance

The ruggedness of the material is the factor that makes 
CORDURA® reliable and popular with tactical units around 
the globe. Extremely tear resistant polyamide has become 
the basis for state-of-the-art modular tactical systems. 
The fabric and MOLLE loops retain their shape, even after 
years of intensive use. What is more, they make the wearer 
fully independent of prevailing weather conditions, for 
CORDURA® exhibits the same behaviour at all temperatures 
in terms of haptics and elasticity. The easy-care material 
can be simply cleaned in the washing machine and retains 
its colour fastness, even after multiple cleaning processes. 
Lindnerhof recommends equipment made of CORDURA® for 
use in all climatic zones. Besides the standard colours such 
as 5-colour camouflage, coyote, MultiCam, black and stone 
grey, it is also available in country- or order-specific colours 
and patterns.

Proven in missions worldwide 
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Custom design

This catalog contains only a small selection from our full prod-
uct range. In addition to ready-made articles, we implement 
special production runs that are fully geared to your individual 
requirements. Our experienced in-house development de-
partment will provide competent advice and offer flexible so-
lutions for your needs. For major contracts and custom-made 
items, please contact us directly.

Custom design 15



 

Plate carriers and 
ballistic accessories
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Mount for ballistics Adapter pad for accessories

Zippers for combination  
with zip panel LT632

Admin pocket with  
elastic loops

Modularity

Durability

Serviceability 

Product group: Plate carriers

L

Weight: 760 g 

Outer fabrics: Cordura, Hybrid Laminate

Plate carriers

Plate carrier LT042 
Art.: 6600411

Plate carrier LT042 is versatile and modular. It can be ex-
panded by additional ballistic protective elements or zip pan-
els to create a heavy-duty protective vest. Reliable 25 mm 
hook buckles are used on the shoulders. At the side there 
are three closable openings for internal cable runs, e.g., radio 
cables. The MOLLE rows consist of a 20 mm webbing and 
are PALS-compatible. Zip fasteners on the rear side are pro-
vided for the attachment of accessory panels. An integrated 
plate retaining strap permits the mounting of plates smaller 
than SAPI L. Side ballistics and accessory pouches can be 
attached to the double waist belt.

Recommendation
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Modularity

Durability

Serviceability

Product group: Plate carriers

Weight: 1140 g 

Outer fabric: Cordura  

Plate carrier, releasable LT025/5 
Art.: 6600482

Detachable front plate Modularly extendable

Detachable back padding Integral release system 

Proven release system. Front and rear section of the plate 
carrier can be quickly and easily separated with the aid of a 
cable pull system.

The plate carrier LT025/5 has separate pockets for soft 
and hard ballistics on the front and rear. Detachable back 
padding, integral release system and chest rig extension 
are the useful features of the plate carrier. In combination 
with a suitable chest rig and the respective adapters LT251 
(p. 37) the quick-release system retains its full functionality. 
The respective spare parts kit for the LT025/5 (p. 27) can be 
ordered separately.

M

Plate carriers 21



* Article no longer in the product range
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Model Size Depth plate pouch Hard ballistic pouch Soft ballistic pouch Plate retaining strap Large shoulder strap Large waist belt

Plate carrier LT042
L approx. 30 mm SAPI L  

(260 x 337 mm)
No separate pouch Provided, thus mounting also possible for smaller 

plates, e.g., SAPI M, NATO standard (250 x 300 mm), 
for stand-alone plate or ballistic inserts in conjunction 
with soft ballistics (depending on thickness of plate 
and soft ballistics).

M included in set; 
size L can be ordered 
separately

22-row – can be overridden up to 16 rows 

Plate carrier releasable 
LT025/5

M approx. 30 mm NATO standard  
(250 x 300 mm)

Front/back fits size 
280 x 350 mm 
 
Side:
245 x 140 mm

Not provided, but possible for stand-alone plate or 
ballistic inserts in conjunction with soft ballistics in 
the soft ballistics pocket.

Individually adjustable Individually adjustable

 Plate carrier HL044*
L approx. 30 mm SAPI L  

(260 x 337 mm)
No separate pouch Provided, thus mounting also possible for smaller 

plates, e.g., SAPI M, NATO standard (250 x 300 mm), 
for stand-alone plate or ballistic inserts in conjunction 
with soft ballistics (depending on thickness of the 
plate and soft ballistics).

M 18-row – can be overridden up to 14 rows. The 20-
row waist belt can be ordered separately

XL SAPI XL  
(280 x 356 mm) 

L 22-row – can be overridden up to 16 rows

Overview of plate carrier models



Panel triple multi-caliber Velcro-attachable 
Art.: 6601359

In the add-on front flap there are three multi-caliber pouches 
firmly sewn onto the platform. It can be mounted on all car-
rying systems with loop material pad at the front. The quick 
adapter system saves time when replacing the front flap. 

Panel front RP230 
Art.: 6601358

The detachable front flap is used for quick reloading of the 
carrier equipment. A quick adapter system makes for simple 
changing. The front flap can be mounted on all carrying 
systems with loop material on the front.

Weight: 281 g Dimensions: 18.5 / 25 cm

Outer fabric: Hybrid Laminate

Weight: 76 g Dimensions: 19 / 24.5 cm

Outer fabric: Hybrid Laminate

Compatible with 
LT042

Compatible with 
LT042

Panel, back, zippable LT632 
Art.: 6600513

The zip panel is attached to the back section of the plate 
carrier by means of zippers and loops. On the outside are 20 
mm MOLLE straps and an opening designed for breacher 
tools. A fold-out extension is provided for the insertion of a 
bolt cutter.

Plate carrier accessories

Weight: 202 g Dimensions: 31 / 31 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura

Compatible with 
LT042

L
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Weight: 233 g  

Spare parts kit for plate carrier LT025/5 
Art.: 6600489

The set includes spare parts belonging to the release mecha-
nism and comprises a Velcro-attachable release grip at front 
(incl. cable), release grip at back (incl. cable), running loop, 
standard loop with washer, 2x shoulder strap attachment 
with cable guide, 2x Velcro-attachable cable guide, instruc-
tions.

27

Weight: 59 g Dimensions: 29 / 8 / 1 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura

Weight: 66 g Dimensions: 33 / 8 / 1 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura 

Body pads, Velcro-attachable, long LT250 
Art.: 6600672

Equipped with 3D-Mesh fabric, this padding greatly in-
creases the wearing comfort. The Velcro-attachable back 
pads can be mounted on the front and rear plates of all plate 
carriers and carrying systems with the aid of the loop.

Body pads, Velcro-attachable, short LT250-1 
Art.: 6600673

As pads LT250, only shorter.

Plate carrier accessories

Shoulder pads HL105 
Art.: 6600244

Wearing comfort is significantly enhanced by the shoulder 
pads. The 3D-Mesh fabric pads are supplied as a pair and 
can be combined with all Lindnerhof tactical vests and plate 
carriers. 

Weight: 47 g Dimensions: 21.5 / 7 / 1 cm

Outer fabric: Hybrid Laminate

Compatible with all LT 
plate carriers

Compatible with all LT 
plate carriers

Compatible with all LT 
plate carriers
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With modular chest rigs, tactical setups can be 
individually and quickly adapted to any situation – 
maximum flexibility at low additional weight.

Chest rigs

Due to various possible combinations within the series and 
optional extensions with plate carriers and protective vests, 
chest rigs from Lindnerhof are suitable for all missions. The 
carrying system can be individually tailored to any situation. 
For enhanced wearing comfort, rigs can be fitted with the 
padded carrying system.

Combinable chest rig elements

31



Chest rigs

Modularity

Durability

Serviceability

Modularity

Durability

Serviceability

Weight: 406 g Dimensions: 18.5 / 72.5 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura

Product group: Chest rigs

Besides use as an independent chest rig, it also serves as 
an extension for ballistic vests. Internal hook pads improve 
the stability of the carrying system on the plate carrier and 
protective vests. The chest rig has storage compartments 
with Velcro fasteners on both sides.

Chest rig, 2-part LT366 
Art.: 6600700

Weight: 348 g Dimensions: 16 / 68.5 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura

Product group: Chest rigs

With the storage compartment, accessible from both sides, 
the chest rig offers plenty of space for transporting equip-
ment. The chest rig adapter set enables it to be combined 
with protective vests and plate carriers. An inside hook pad 
gives it additional hold. 

Chest rig, single part LT367  
Art.: 6600701
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Weight: 350 g Dimensions: 16 / 31 cm

Material: Cordura  

Weight: 257 g Dimensions: 17.5 / 68 cm

Outer fabric: Hybrid Laminate

The chest rig with a large modular mounting surface, detach-
able carrying frame and flexible backstrap features a high 
bandwidth of adjustments and applications. It can be used 
either as an independent unit or an extension for ballistic 
vests.

Chest rig 2-part HL266 
Art.: 6600331

Chest Rigs

Modularity

Durability

Serviceability

Product group: Chest rigs

Designed as an independent mini rig, with its eight rows of 
MOLLE loops the LT197 setup offers multiple possibilities 
for modular extension. The cross-web on the rear side of the 
carrier prevents it from slipping sideways. The removable 
shoulder straps and hook pad on the inside provide addi-
tional hold, enabling the rig to be used with plate carriers. An 
integral storage compartment offers space for maps or other 
accessories.

Chest rig LT197 
Art.: 6601452

Limited New

Modularity

Durability

Serviceability

Product group: Chest rigs
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Compatible with all  
LT chest rigs

Compatible with 
LT025/5

Outer fabric: Cordura Weight: 13 g Dimensions: 5 / 4 / 1.5 cm

 

Chest rig adapter LT251 
Art.: 6600674

The two-part adapter set enables chest rigs to be combined 
with the LT025/5 without impeding its release function. The 
adapters are for use without the waist belt of the chest rig 
and the metal hooks on the waist belt of the plate carrier.

Adapter chest rig RMPL144 
Art.: 6601324

The adapter set enables the current series of chest rigs to 
be combined with a plate carrier or protective vest. The ad-
vantage of this combination is fast removal and changing of 
equipment, without relinquishing the protection of the vest.

Compatible with 
LT366, LT367, HL266

Weight: 180 g Dimensions: 19.5 / 25 / 0.5 cm

Outer fabric: Hybrid Laminate

Chest rig carrying frame HL264 
Art.: 6600329

The padded carrying frame with 3D-Mesh fabric is a com-
fortable alternative to the shoulder straps supplied with the 
chest rigs. It can be used without further accessories with 
the following chest rigs: LT366, LT367 and HL266.

Limited
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Weight: 417 g       Dimensions: 34 / 19.5 /10 cm

Outer fabrics: Cordura, Hybrid Laminate    Volume: approx. 6.5 l 

Modular backpacks

Multi-purpose pouch back HL081/2 
Art.: 6600228 Compact extension for plate carriers and protective vests: 

back pocket HL081/2 is secured by four PALS straps. With 
the storage compartment at the front, it offers plenty of 
room for equipment and documents. The separate pockets 
for the hydration bladder and opening for the drinking tube 
are compatible with most common hydration systems. Lash-
ing straps on all sides enable the pouch to be tightened.

Lashing straps on 
the underside

Main compartment 
with hydration pouch

Rear side with PALS 
fasteners

Can be combined with 
plate carrier

Weight: 180 g  

Adapter set LT835 
Art.: 6601813 

The adapter set connects the back of the multi-purpose 
pouch directly with plate carriers LT042 and HL044. The 
SnapOn buckles give ready access to the pouch. 

Compatible with 
HL081/2
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Modular backpacks

Weight: 962 g Dimensions: 38 / 28 / 9 cm

Outer fabric: Hybrid Laminate Volume: approx. 9 l 

Backpack HL334 
Art.: 6600352 The modular backpack HL334 can be used as a daypack, 

backpack or back section for ballistic carrying systems with 
hook buckle. The integral plate slot offers room for ballistic 
plates of sizes SAPI S-XL, and NATO standard 250 x 300. 
The shoulder carrying straps are removable, and with the en-
closed adapter the backpack can also be mounted on plate 
carriers. Compatible with all plate carriers except LT025.

Hip belt with buckle 
fastener

Removable helmet hol-
der with storage section

OM download

Can be used as a plate 
carrier rear section

Mounted directly on a 
plate carrier

Recommendation
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S M L XL XXL

Modularity

Durability

Serviceability

Weight: 95 g (Size L) Dimensions: 89 / 5 / 2.5 cm (Size L)

Outer fabric: Cordura

Product group: Belts

Belt LT465 
Art.: 6600884

Belt LT465 can be combined with the appropriate modular 
belts. The belt is closed by simply folding back the strap with 
hook strip.

S M L XL

Belts

Weight: 297 g (Size L) Dimensions: 82.5 / 6.5 / 1 cm (Size L) 

Outer fabric: Cordura  

Product group: Belts

With 20 mm MOLLE straps on all sides, belt LT565 can be 
used for transporting various items of equipment. It can be 
combined with Lindnerhof trouser belts by means of hook 
patches. The inner belt is easily replaceable, e.g., with an 
Edelrid belt. An opening is provided on both sides for wearing 
leg holsters.

Belt LT565 
Art.: 6600889

Bestseller

Modularity

Durability

Serviceability
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S M L XL

Modularity

Durability

Serviceability

Weight: 336 g (Size L) Dimensions: 84 / 10 / 0.5 cm (Size L)

Outer fabric: Hybrid Laminate

Product group: Belts

Thanks to the freely placeable hook patches and internal 
loop pad, belt HL580 can be combined with belt LT465. The 
resulting Velcro connection ensures that it remains secure, 
whatever the activity.

Belt HL580 
Art.: 6600479

Limited

S M L XL

Modularity

Durability

Serviceability

Limited

Weight: 385 g (Size L) Dimensions: 88 / 15 / 1 cm (Size L)

Outer fabric: Cordura

Product group: Belts

Belt LT2024 has openings on both sides for leg holsters or 
thigh platforms and can be further extended by means of 
MOLLE loops. The inner belt is replaceable. In addition, the 
belt can hold soft ballistics.

Belt LT2024 
Art.:  6600863

49Belts



Edelrid abseiling belt set 2 
Art.: 1000553 

An abseiling belt that satisfies all tactical requirements was 
designed in cooperation with Edelrid. Removable leg straps 
with quick-release fasteners give the user maximum room 
for maneuver. The belt can also be used as a trouser belt 
and for securing holsters. The belt has been certified to EN 
12277 Type C.

All other belts (except LT465) can be combined with the 
abseiling belt set. The belt from this set is also available as 
an independent article.

Weight: 490 g (Size L) Dimensions: 89-104 cm (Size L) 

Small packing volume Can be worn as a 
trouser beltOM Download

51Belts
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Dimensions in cm

Model XS S M L XL XXL

Belt LT465 68-74 75-82 83-90 91-98 99-106 107-114

Belt LT565 - 155 155 155 155 -

Padded area - 74 82 91 99 -

Belt HL580 150 150 150 150 150 -

Padded area 68 76 84 92 100 -

Belt LT2024 - 155 155 155 155 -

Padded area - 77 85 93 101 -

53Belts Overview of belt lengths
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Admin pouch, forearm GS085 
Art.: 6600935

Forearm office GS085 has room for maps, ID papers, pens 
and similar. When folded out, it has three compartments 
with transparent film that reliably protects documents from 
moisture. The special fastener enables silent opening and 
closing.

Admin panel HL117 
Art.: 6600257

In addition to compartments for documents and pens, admin 
panel HL117 has a fold-out map pocket that is readily acces-
sible during operations. All transparent pockets are made 
of flexible, yet robust plastic film that protects the contents 
from moisture.

Weight: 159 g Dimensions: 11 / 16.5 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura 

Weight: 154 g      Dimensions: 12 / 17.5 cm

Outer fabrics: Cordura, Hybrid Laminate 

57Organizational pouches



Weight: 69 g      Dimensions: 10.5 / 18 / 4 cm

Outer fabrics: Hybrid Laminate, Cordura   Volume: approx. 0.75 l  

Weight: 83 g      Dimensions: 23 / 10 / 7.5 cm

Outer fabrics: Cordura, Hybrid Laminate  Volume: approx. 1.75 l 

Multi-purpose pouches

Multi-purpose pouch horizontal HL353 
Art.: 6600361

The accessory pouch made of Cordura with halfway zipper is 
ideal for stowing away small items of equipment. The elastic 
band on the inside of the pouch keeps the contents safe and 
sound. Straps on the narrow outer sides are for securing ad-
ditional objects.

Multi-purpose pouch narrow HL310 
Art.: 6600345

Elastic straps on the inner front and rear side hold the equip-
ment securely in the pouch. The side that rests against the 
body features a loop pad for securing equipment or inserts.

Weight: 69 g      Dimensions: 18 / 10.5 / 4 cm

Outer fabrics: Cordura, Hybrid Laminate   Volume: approx. 0.75 l 

Weight: 98 g  Dimensions: 10 / 24 / 9 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura Volume: approx. 2.0 l 

Multi-purpose pouch, Velcro, horizontal HL174 
Art.: 6600298

This spacious pouch can be connected to plate carriers by 
means of a hook pad. An internal loop pad on the side that 
rests against the body is for mounting additional inserts. A 
patch on the outside provides space for marking the pouch.

Multi-purpose pouch, vertical HL354 
Art.: 6600362

This tried and tested pouch offers plenty of room for trans-
porting equipment of all kinds. The contents can be secured 
by means of an elastic strap. Narrow bands are provided on 
the outside bottom and sides for attaching further equipment 
with carabiners.

Limited Limited Limited Limited
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Weight: 131 g Dimensions: 23 / 10 / 7.5 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura Volume: approx. 1.7 l 

Weight: 177 g Dimensions: 23 / 15 / 7.5 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura Volume: approx. 2.5 l  

Multi-purpose pouches

Multi-purpose pouch, narrow PA109 
Art.: 6600042

Multi-pouch PA109 has an internal loop strip on the side that 
rests against the body for Velcro-attachable small items, and 
an elastic strap for securing larger items of equipment.

Multi-purpose pouch PA021 
Art.: 6600014

In addition to the spacious design, the pouch has four rows 
of MOLLE loops for mounting further pouches and items 
of equipment. A D-ring on the inside bottom is provided for 
connecting material and tools to the pouch.

Weight: 84 g  Dimensions: 18 / 10.5 / 3.5 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura Volume: approx. 0.65 l

Weight: 92 g Dimensions: 10.5 / 18 / 4 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura Volume: approx. 0.75 l 

Multi-purpose pouch, vertical PA054 
Art.: 6600027

Multi-purpose pouch PA054 enables small parts to be 
conveniently stowed. The halfway zipper makes for simple 
handling.

Multi-purpose pouch, horizontal PA053 
Art.: 6600026

The zip fastener at the top of the horizontal pouch ensures 
quick access to materials, e.g., batteries, lighters and similar 
small parts, even when wearing gloves.
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Hydration bladder pouch, 2-liter HL057-2/2 
Art.: 6600209

The lightweight carrier enables a 2-liter hydration bladder to 
be transported and secured with an integrated elastic band. 
The pouch can be mounted on the back of plate carriers and 
protective vests with the aid of PALS straps.

Weight: 170 g      Dimensions: 34.5 / 17 / 5 cm

Outer fabrics: Hybrid Laminate, Cordura   Volume: approx. 2.9 l  

Weight: 203 g Dimensions: 34.5 / 18 / 5 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura Volume: approx. 2.9 l 

Hydration bladder pouches

Hydration bladder pouch, 2-liter PA057-2 
Art.: 6600030

Identical to HL057-2/2, made of Cordura only.

Limited
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Weight: 210 g Dimensions: 23.5 / 13 / 7.5 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura Volume: approx. 2.2 l  

Weight: 87 g      Dimensions: 13 / 18 / 3.5 cm

Outer fabrics: Cordura, Hybrid Laminate   Volume: approx. 1 l 

Medic pouches

Medic pouch HL300 
Art.:  6600338

With its simple handling, the pouch ensures that medical 
equipment (e.g., IV kit) is quickly at hand in critical situations. 
The tubular body of the pouch enables the inlay with medical 
equipment to be pulled out on both sides.

Medic pouch PA012 
Art.: 6600009

The two-part system essentially consists of an outside 
pouch with removable inside pocket. The inside pocket 
unfolds when pulled out, giving quick access to the medical 
elements. A slide-in pocket provides space for flat wound 
dressings.

Limited

Weight: 45 g Dimensions: 17 / 8 / 4 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura  

Weight: 140 g Dimensions: 12 / 10 / 6 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura Volume: approx. 0.7 l  

Medic pouch PA127 
Art.: 6600047

The pouch with removable inside parts for medical supplies 
features an all-round zip fastener. A red tab gives fast access 
to the inner panel that can be completely detached from the 
pouch.

Medic pouch tourniquet PA129  
Art.: 6600049

The pouch can safely accommodate a combat application 
tourniquet and similar large objects. The robust material 
protects the contents from contamination. A pull-tab at the 
front enables the pouch to be quickly opened.
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Limited Limited

Weight: 268 g Dimensions: 12 / 29 / 20 cm           

Outer fabrics: Cordura Volume: approx. 4.8 l 

Medic pouches

Weight: 185 g      Dimensions: 15 / 18 / 7 cm      

Outer fabric: Hybrid Laminate, Cordura    Volume: approx. 1.9 l  

Fanny pack LT479 
Art.:  6600724

Fanny pack LT479 enables speedy medical assistance. On the 
flap is a compartment with scissor insert, and a lower storage 
compartment provides space for an emergency medical kit. 
The removable hip belt enables the pouch to be mounted on 
the plate carrier using separately available clips.

Medic pouch HL633 
Art.:  6600420

When folded out, the medic pouch has three rows of web-
bing on each side. These are for individual sorting with the 
supplied back-to-back. The pouch has an examination glove 
dispenser at the front. The main pouch and holder are each 
equipped with their own PAL system.
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Magazine pouches

Thanks to the movable L-yoke, it is suitable for mounting 
most types of assault rifle magazines. The innovative pouch 
concept increases the flexibility when used with different 
magazines. The pouch is secured by two flexible PALS straps 
on the back.

Magazine pouch, multi-caliber

Weight: 93 g Dimensions: 14.5 / 8.5 / 2.5 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura  

Weight: 85 g Dimensions: 15 / 8.5 / 2.5 cm

Outer fabric: Hybrid Laminate  

Limited

Magazine pouch multi-caliber, single HL119/2 
Art.: 6600258

A pouch for many magazine types. Thanks to its innovative 
design, the multi-caliber pouch HL119/2 is suitable for most 
standard magazine sizes.

Magazine pouch, multi-caliber, single PA119 
Art.: 6600046

The universal usability of multi-caliber pouch PA119 simpli-
fies the search for a suitable pouch – this one covers most 
options.
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Limited Limited

Weight: 92 g      Dimensions: 14.5 / 9.5 / 3.5 cm

Outer fabrics: Cordura, Hybrid Laminate  

Magazine pouch, double pistol HL004-2/2 
Art.: 6600154

Identical to magazine pouch, single pistol HL004-1/2, but with 
room for two magazines. 

Weight: 105 g Dimensions: 15.5 / 9 / 4 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura  

Weight: 55 g Dimensions: 15 / 5 / 4  cm

Outer fabric: Cordura 

Magazine pouch, double pistol PA004-2 
Art.: 6601434

Identical to magazine pouch PA004-1, but with room for two 
magazines.

Magazine pouch, single pistol PA004-1 
Art.: 6600004

The magazine pouch is equipped with a removable pistol clip 
that enables magazines to be safely transported without the 
removable cover flap. The cover flap and PALS attachment 
are made of rugged webbing.

Weight: 40 g      Dimensions: 16 / 10 / 4 cm

Outer fabrics: Cordura, Hybrid Laminate  

Magazine pouches

Magazine pouch, single pistol HL004-1/2 
Art.: 6600152

The lightweight pouch can be used with a standard pistol 
magazine. The contents are secured by a magazine clip and 
optionally by a cover flap or elastic cord with grip tab.
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Weight: 115 g Dimensions: 20 / 8 / 6 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura  

Magazine pouch, double rifle PA001 
Art.: 6600002

Identical to magazine pouch HL001/2, but the PALS attach-
ment is made of webbing. 

Weight: 86 g      Dimensions: 20 / 8 / 6 cm

Outer fabrics: Cordura, Hybrid Laminate  

Magazine pouch, double rifle HL001/2  
Art.: 6600147

Equipped with a double fastening system, the cover flap can 
be secured by means of a Velcro fastener or additionally with 
the snap fastener. As an option, the flap can be inserted at 
the back. In this case, the elastic cord secures the maga-
zines.
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Limited

Weight: 72 g Dimensions: 14.5 / 8.5 / 3 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura  

Magazine pouch, single rifle PA002 
Art.: 6600003

An elastic cord with grip tab quickly secures a G36 magazine 
for which the pouch was designed. Additionally an elastic 
webbing keeps the magazine in position. The pouch can be 
attached fast and safely with PALS-straps.

Limited

Weight: 46 g      Dimensions: 14.5 / 9 / 2.5 cm

Outer fabrics: Hybrid Laminate, Cordura 

Magazine pouches

Magazine pouch, single rifle HL002/2  
Art.: 6600149

To prevent the magazine from slipping out of the pouch, it is 
held in position by an elastic cord and a woven elastic band. 
The elastic cord is fitted with a convenient grip tab that ena-
bles the magazine to be quickly withdrawn from the pouch 
when needed.

Weight: 64 g      Dimensions: 24 / 8 / 19 / 3 cm

Outer fabrics: Cordura, Hybrid Laminate  

Magazine pouch, double rifle HL104  
Art.: 6600243

Developed for use with plate carriers, the pouch is mounted 
on the hook pad of the plate slot. This space-saving alterna-
tive can hold a large number of assault rifle magazine types. 
A woven elastic band on the inserts prevents the magazine 
from wobbling. 
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LimitedLimited

Weight: 110 g      Dimensions: 15 / 25 / 3 cm

Outer fabrics: Hybrid Laminate, Cordura 

Magazine panel, triple rifle HL098/2  
Art.: 6600234

The triple panel for G36 magazines is easy to handle and 
robust due to the hybrid laminate, guaranteeing reliability in 
any situation. 

Weight: 114 g Dimensions: 15 / 16.5 / 3.5 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura  

Magazine panel, double rifle PA494 
Art.: 6600088

Two G36 magazines can be transported side-by-side in the 
solidly constructed panel PA494. An elastic cord with grip 
tabs ensures that the magazines are firmly secured in the 
pouch.

Magazine pouches

Weight: 72 g      Dimensions: 15 / 17 / 3 cm

Outer fabrics: Hybrid Laminate, Cordura 

Magazine panel, double rifle HL494  
Art.: 6600400 

This panel offers room for two G36 magazines. Due to the 
securely sewn divider, the individual compartments can be 
used separately. The elastic cord on the two inserts enables 
the two magazines to be secured separately. 
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Overview of pouches for magazines 

Magazines
Magazine pouch
rifle 
HL119/2, PA119

Magazine pouch  
single pistol 
HL004-1/2, PA004-1

Magazine pouch
double pistol 
HL004-2/2, PA004-2

Magazine pouch 
double rifle
HL001/2, PA001

Magazine pouch 
single rifle
HL002/2, PA002

Magazine pouch 
double rifle
HL104

Magazine panel 
triple rifle 
HL098/2

Magazine panel 
double rifle
HL494, PA494

Glock 19 x x

HK P80/Glock 17 x x

HK416/HK G95 x x x x x x

HK417 x x

HK G3 x x x x x x

HK G36 x x x x x x

HK P8 x x

HK P30 x x

SIG 550 (Stgw 90) x x x x x x

SIG P220 x x

SIG SP 2009  x x

Steyr AUG StG 77 x x x x x x
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Weight: S: 54 g | L: 63 g                Dimensions: S: 13 / 5 / 6 cm | L: 14 / 7.5 / 6 cm

Outer fabric: Hybrid Laminate  

Weight: S: 64 g | L: 80 g       Dimensions: S: 13 / 5 / 6 cm | L: 14 / 7.5 / 6 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura  

Grenade pouches

Grenade pouch, universal HL095/2  
Art.: 6600140

The horizontal Velcro fastener and length-adjustable push-in 
buckle enable the pouch to be individually adjusted to vari-
ous sizes. It is thus the optimum solution for all standard 
grenade sizes and simple to use. 

Grenade pouch, universal PA095  
Art.: 6600001

Identical to grenade pouch HL095/2, but made of Cordura.
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Limited

Weight: 56 g      Dimensions: 8 / 7.5 / 5 cm

Outer fabrics: Cordura, Hybrid Laminate 

Weight: 63 g Dimensions: 8 / 7.5 / 5 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura  

Grenade pouch splitter PA007 
Art.: 6600007

Identical to grenade pouch HL007/2, but the PALS attach-
ment is made of webbing.

Grenade pouch splitter HL007/2  
Art.: 6600159

The hand grenade pouch of Hybrid Laminate offers a high 
level of reliability and security. The securing loop prevents 
the grenade’s safety lever from being released if the secur-
ing pin is inadvertently pulled.
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Weight: 53 g Dimensions: 15 / 9 / 5 cm

Outer fabrics: Hybrid Laminate  

Grenade pouch 40mm 2er HL115 
Art.: 6600255

Identical to grenade pouch HL015, but with room for two 
grenades.  

Weight: 77 g Dimensions: 15 / 9 / 5 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura  

Weight: 41 g Dimensions: 13 / 5.5 / 5 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura  

Grenade pouch 40mm, double PA213  
Art.: 6600065

Identical to grenade pouch PA015, but with room for two 
grenades.

Grenade pouch 40mm, single PA015 
Art.: 6600011

With this pouch the removable flap and PALS are made of 
rugged webbing material. When the cover flap has been 
removed, the grenade is additionally prevented from falling 
out by the elastic cord.

Weight: 30 g Dimensions: 13 / 5.5 / 5 cm

Outer fabrics: Hybrid Laminate 

Grenade pouches

Grenade pouch 40mm, single HL015 
Art.: 6600171

This pouch made of hybrid laminate offers safe transport for 
flashbangs or 40mm grenades and guarantees fast access. 
Depending on the handling mode, the grenades can be 
secured in the pouch by Velcro-attachable cover flap or elastic 
cord.
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Weight: 91 g Dimensions: 18 / 8 / 5 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura  

Radio pouch, large PA017-1  
Art.: 6600012

Secured by a Fastex fastener, this pouch is ideal for trans-
porting radios such as the SEM 52 and similar models. The 
lateral elastic bands and the Velcro fastener at the upper 
end of the pouch provide a secure hold and wobble-free 
handling.

Radio pouch, large HL017/2 
Art.: 6600174

The pouch provides a perfect fit for the Bundeswehr SEM 
52. Safe transport is guaranteed by the Fastex fastening 
system and a Velcro fastener for stabilization of the radio.

Limited

Radio pouches 

Weight: 72 g Dimensions: 22 / 7.5 / 5 cm

Outer fabrics: Hybrid Laminate  
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Radio pouch, small PA017-2 
Art.: 6600013

Individually adjustable hook strips allow the pouch to be 
adjusted to various sizes, making it suitable for use with all 
smaller radio and GPS devices. The horizontal safeguard 
with buckle fastener ensures safe transport.

Weight: 51 g Dimensions: 12 / 5 / 4 cm

Outer fabric: Webbing  

Limited

Weight: 64 g Dimensions: 14.5 / 7.5 / 5 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura  

Radio pouch, Velcro-attachable HL175 
Art.: 6600299

The Velcro-attachable radio pouch HL175 offers a practi-
cal extension for mounting radios and magazines. These 
pouches can be attached to all plate carriers and vests with 
loop pad on the front or a mount for padding on the inside.

Weight: 66 g Dimensions: 15 / 7.5 / 3.5 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura  

Radio pouch PA132 
Art.: 6600054

This reliable pouch for transporting radios is particularly flex-
ible due to the lateral elastic bands. They are secured by an 
adjustable cord and buckle fastener. This gives ready access 
to knobs and controls on the top.

Radio pouches 

Recommendation
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91Overview of pouches for radios 

Radio pouch
HL017/2
6600174

PA017-1 
6600012

PA017-2
6600013

HL175 
6600299

PA132
6600054

SEM 52 x x

Motorola XTS 
3000

x x x

TFF-41-0 x x

Sepura ST 9000 x x

Tetrapol x x x



Packliner LT871 
Art.: 6600965, 6600835, 6600790, 6600844

The waterproof packliner with roll closure and viewing 
panel is the ideal solution for clear organization of equip-
ment. The oval floor gives stability and fits optimally in a 
backpack. All seams are welded, so that after three times 
rolling up the packliner is completely watertight. Moisture-
sensitive objects can be safely stowed in the packliner, 
making it an alternative to rain hoods. Due to the small 
packaging volume in unused condition, the packsack can 
be readily extended if needed. A large viewing panel gives 
a good overview of the stowed objects. The packliner is 
available with volumes of 8, 20, 40 or 80 liters. 

Transparent viewing 
panel

Available in four sizes

Weight / Dimensions: Outer fabric: Cordura

8 l: 145 g, 41 / 30.5 cm

20 l: 260 g, 62 / 46 cm

40 l: 360 g, 71 / 59 cm

80 l: 530 g, 98 / 67 
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Weight: 154 g Volume: approx. 11.9 l

Outer fabric: Cordura  

Dump pouch, large PA056 
Art.: 6600028

The large dump pouch PA056 has room for up to ten rifle 
magazines and, compactly folded together it can be used for 
transporting. The wide opening facilitates filling. The draw-
string fastener safeguards the contents of the pouch.

Limited

Weight: 130 g      Volume: approx. 11.9 l 

Outer fabrics: Cordura, Hybrid Laminate  

Dump pouch, large HL056/2 
Art.: 6600205

With the buckle fastener, the empty dump pouch can be 
packed to an extremely small size. It is ideal for convenient 
storage of empty magazines and other materials. An elastic 
cord closes the bag when folded out.

Weight: 104 g Volume: approx. 3.4 l 

Outer fabric: Cordura 

Dump pouch, small PA056-S 
Art.: 6600029

Manufactured of Cordura, the bag is quickly folded together 
and makes a meaningful addition to any equipment. The 
width of the opening can be adjusted by a cord.
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Weight: 125 g Volume: approx. 7 l 

Outer fabric: Cordura 

Dump pouch, Velcro-attachable LT112 
Art.: 6600597

The large loop pad enables the dump pouch to be mounted 
directly on a plate carrier without the need for MOLLE pads. 
A sharp tug opens the rolled-up pouch, making it particularly 
easy to handle.

Weight: 55 g      Volume: approx. 3 l 

Outer fabrics: PE fabric, Hybrid Laminate  

Dump pouch, narrow HL062 
Art.: 6600216

The compact, single-row dump pouch consists of lightweight 
packsack fabric and is easy to mount with the PAL fastening 
system. Simple handling makes it a reliable item of equipment 
for securely stowing empty magazines, medical waste and 
other materials.

Dump pouches
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Product group: Slings

Flexibility

Stability

Comfort

Weight: 185 g 

Outer fabrics: Cordura, webbing

With the padded sling, even heavy weapons are comfortable 
to carry. It is secured by a two-point fixation of the assault rifle. 
Metal hooks provide a reliable connection to the weapon and 
enable quick release if needed. A metal clasp on the mid-sec-
tion enables the strap to be adjusted in width. The increased 
sling width improves maneuverability, e.g., in the event of a 
change of side. A tightened sling enables unrestricted carrying 
of the weapon close to the body.

Rifle sling GS110 
Art.: 6600944
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Product group: Slings

Weight: 162 g 

Material: Webbing  

Product group: Slings

Flexibility

Stability

Comfort

Flexibility

Stability

Comfort

Weight: 48 g 

Outer fabric: Webbing, Hybrid Laminate

Optimized for use with ballistic vests, the sling can be 
used with all common long firearms. The two-part sling is 
designed so that the lower part remains on the weapon and 
can be clipped together when needed. 

Rifle sling, Velcro-attachable HL106 
Art.: 6600245

Unpadded, lightweight version of GS110.

Rifle sling GS113 
Art.: 6600947

New
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Recommendation

Flexibility

Stability

Comfort

Weight: 90 g 

Material: Webbing

Product group: Slings 

The weapon fixing strap with silent fastener provides for 
single-handed handling with the “pineapple” grip, even in 
the dark or with gloves. The strap is suitable for laser cut and 
25 mm MOLLE systems. The grip is secured on the plate 
carrier by a hook.

Rifle fixing strap LT278 
Art.: 6600689

Weight: 130 g  

Material: Webbing

The elastic webbing gives the sling a high degree of flexibil-
ity and maneuverability. The single-point sling was designed 
for fast side changing and is particularly easy to handle. 

Rifle sling LT989 
Art.: 6601580

Accessories

New
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The shooting pouch is a lightweight alter-
native to the sandbag. Holders for upper- 
and lower arm enable flexible handling.

Shooting pouch LT644 
Art.: 6600783

Despite its low weight, the shooting pouch adapts ideally 
and stabilizes the chosen posture when the user assumes 
a shooting position. The robust material can be used on any 
subsurface. For fast action, it is worn over an elastic cord on 
the elbow.

Elastic cord at back Side fastened

Recommendation

Weight: 226 g Dimensions: 12 / 20 / 7.5 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura  
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Fight Light MALICE clip, short 
Art.: 1000487

The re-usable plastic clips for mounting equipment with 
MOLLE/PALS are weatherproof and thermally stable. 
When the clips are properly closed, they can only be 
opened with the aid of a sharp instrument.

Fight Light MALICE clip, long 
Art.: 1000488

Long version of the Fight MALICE clip.

Carrier bag THU015  
Art.: 6600972

For multiple uses and with larger patch area: the robust Cor-
dura carrier bag can also be used to transport heavy loads. It 
also has adequate space for stowing a plate carrier and hard 
ballistic plates.

Pistol clip (with hook) 
Art.: 6601323

The pistol clip with Velcro fastener is retrofittable and suit-
able for all Lindnerhof pistol and MP magazine pouches. 
It guarantees the use of a pressure-free cartridge in the 
magazine pouch.

Weight: 8 g  Dimensions: 30.5 / 2.5 cm 

Material: Synthetic

 

Weight: 6 g Dimensions: 20.5 / 2.5 cm 

Material: Synthetic 

Weight: 20 g Dimensions: 7.5 / 3.3 cm

Material: Synthetic

 

Weight: 204 g Dimensions: 41 / 28 / 9.5 cm

Outer fabric: Cordura Volume: approx. 10,9 l 
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Alpha Tab 4.0 
Art.: 1000752

All conventional grip tabs can be upgraded the new Alpha tab. It 
can be used with all pouches with an elastic band and grip tabs. 
Excellent tactile properties improve one’s grip when wearing 
gloves and provide ease of operation due. Its unique shape 
prevents tipping, and it is always ready to hand.

Spare parts kit LT517 
Art.: 6601781

This set can be used for a wide range of purposes with 
Lindnerhof products. It consists of: 2x SnapOn repair buckle 
female (25 mm), 2x SnapOn repair buckle male (25 mm), 2x 
MOLLE Mojave Buckle 25 mm, 2x snap-in bar (for 25 mm 
webbing), 2x drawstring stopper

Inserts, 4-part LT128 
Art.: 6600608

The set consists of four hook panels with loop material on 
the front sides and back-to-back rolls for individual loop for-
mation. In each case it comprises a panel with three elastic 
loops, four elastic loops, five fields of single-row loops and 
four fields of three-row loops. 

Weight: 54 g 

Material: Webbing  

Inserts 4x panel LT522 
Art.: 6601744

Equipped with hook pad and four elastic loops on the front 
side, the hook panel is a versatile extension for every setup. 
The elastic loops offer room, among other things, for 40 mm 
grenades, flashbangs or similarly dimensioned objects.

Weight: 80 g  

Material: Rubber band

New

Weight: 3 g  Dimensions: 3.5 / 2.5 cm 

Material: Synthetic  
Weight: 80 g

Material: Synthetic  
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MX material: a new product developed by 
Lindnerhof. Lightweight, extremely tear-
resistant and optimal for all missions.

In our striving to satisfy the demands of the market and us-
ers, we invest in material development. Our goal has always 
been to exceed existing standards. Momentarily we are work-
ing on a new material that is outstandingly lightweight, tear-
resistant and robust.

Material preview: MX

115Material innovation MX 
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Atlas Taktik

www.atlas-taktik.de
ASMC
www.asmc.de

German Gunworks
www.germangunworks.de

Gear Maniacs
www.gearmaniacs.de

Jagd & Forst
www.jagdundforst.com

List of Dealers

Ranger Jack
www.armyonlinestore.com

POLAS
www.polasonline.de

Cold Skills
www.coldskills.com

Karibu
www.karibuoutdoor.com

HQG (direct Lindnerhof Shop)
www.hqg.de

JAGD& 
FORST

Viatorplusultra
www.viatorplusultra.es

Süd Gear
www.sued-gear.de

Taktik Gear

www.taktikgear.ch
TACWRK
www.tacwrk.com

SiD  

www.sicherheit-sid.de

Obramo
www.obramo-security.de
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WWW.HQG.DE
In addition to Lindnerhof articles, we stock the following brands in our HQG.de online shop:

Salomon

Mystery Ranch Arc'teryx LEAF Carinthia

EdelridEberlestock

Petzl Source

Visit HQG.de
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Lindnerhof-Taktik GmbH
Isarring 3
83661 Lenggries, Germany
Info@Lindnerhof-Taktik.de

www.Lindnerhof-Taktik.de

Visit us online


